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1 Introduction
1.1 About this Deliverable
This document is the third and last iteration of the technological components
generated within Task 3.1 "Operation Blockchain: transactions, blocks,
micropayments for media content". The software prototype is accompanied by this
short document, which essentially provides a detailed description for each demo,
installation instructions and a user manual.
The main objective of the presented demonstrators is to increase the capabilities of
the Blockchain technology and to converge different developments on the platform
chosen as the best options by all the partners of the project (Quorum/Ethereum).

1.2 Document Structure
This document is based on a common structure for each of the demos, preceded by
this introductory chapter and finalized with a conclusion chapter. Following the
introduction, the document is structured as follows for each of the three demos:
● Section DEMO.1 (General Description of the Prototype): Describes the
prototype in general and each of its components based on the specific
blockchain technology that is being demonstrated.
● Section DEMO.2 (Package Information & Installation Instructions): Describes
the different tools required to build the demo and the instructions to install
and configure all the tools and components that will be needed in each demo.
● Section DEMO.3 (User Manual): Includes the instructions to run and use the
demo, including also screenshots whenever necessary.
● Section DEMO.4 (Licensing): Includes a description of the licenses under
which each component used in the demo has been developed.
● Section DEMO.5 (Online Demonstrator): Each demonstrator is available and
executable online. This section describes how to use the online demonstrator
and a description of the different use cases that it implements.
After the description of the demos, the document finishes with a Conclusions
chapter that includes a summary of conclusions for each demo and the plan for the
next prototype iteration.
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2 DEMO 1 - Metamask for Bloomen
2.1 General Description of the Prototype
With this prototype the third phase of development focused on the interaction
between users and smart contracts is completed. The component described in this
section allows you to extend the use of blockchain technology to web environments
in a decentralized and secure way.
In the different iterations of this document we have explored different ways than
existing to allow interaction between the end user and the Smart Contracts hosted in
the BC. Our main objective is to ensure that the identity of the user is stored in a
private and controlled environment.
These are the different phases:
● D4.3 (M18) - First version of the Bloomen Wallet with identity storage within
the client device.
● D3.2 (M21) - Prototype of the distributed claims resolution tool with identity
storage within the memory space of the desktop application.
● D3.3 (this document) - Adaptation of the popular Metamask extension to
allow secure interaction between users and Smart Contracts from web pages.
The identity is stored within the extension and protected from vulnerabilities
that may exist in web technology.

Figure 1: End-user applications development plan

As we know, the web environment has a client / server architecture where the
functionalities required by the user are served. By adding the ability to interact with a
Blockchain in a decentralized manner to these functionalities, we need an additional
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component that allows us to have a secure place to store our identity (private
signature key) without the risk of being supplanted.
One of the most popular components that offer this kind of functionality is
Metamask (https://metamask.io/) which allows it to be added to the web browser
(Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Brave) and securely store the user's identity. This type
of technology offers the functionality of signing transactions and interacting with the
Blockchain at a low level without exposing the private signature keys to third-party
software.
There are other alternatives that offer a place to store the identity in a safe way. The
use of “hardware wallets” outsource the storage of private keys and the signing
process to an external usb device (for example https://trezor.io/). This type of device
has been discarded from the project since they do not support private Blockchain at
the moment.
The Metamask project is constantly evolving and incorporates countless
configuration options to operate with public, private Blockchains and even developer
environments. In order to simplify the extension configuration tasks and offer a
better user experience, a specific extension has been created for the Bloomen
project that limits the configuration capabilities and focuses solely on the value
functionalities for a Bloomen user.

2.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions
The extension installation process is widely documented in the Metamask code
repository and has been automatically incorporated into the adaptation made for
Bloomen.
The plugin adaptation code can be found in the Bloomen github
(https://github.com/bloomenio/metamask-extension) along with the necessary
information for its installation.
It is necessary to install the following software:
● Node version 10.
● Yarn.
A next step will install the dependencies and build the extension with the commands:
● yarn
● yarn dist
The last step is to add the extension to Chrome:
● Open Settings > Extensions.
● Check "Developer mode".
● At the top, click Load Unpacked Extension.
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● Navigate to your metamask-plugin/dist/chrome folder.
● Click Select.
● Restart the browser and test the plugin in your locale

2.3 User Manual
The extension is an application as such and requires an initial configuration to
register an identity and store the private signature key. Once the extension is
installed, the browser has the ability to offer web applications visited with it the
ability to operate with Blockchain using javascript.
These would be the user stories implemented:
● USMETA01 - As a user I want to be able to create a new identity.
● USMETA02 - As a user I want to be able to recover a previously generated
identity.
● USMETA03 - As a user I want to be able to check the balance of Bloomen
Tokens that I have.
● USMETA04 - As a user I want to be able to transfer tokens to other identities.
● USMETA05 - As a user I want to control the access of an application to my
wallet.
● USMETA06 - As a user I want to validate any transaction generated from a
web application.
● USMETA07 - As a user I want to be able to see the information related to a
specific transaction.
2.3.1 Enrollment

Figure 2: Identity setup USMETA01& USMETA02
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The first step in using the extension is to create an identity that will be stored
securely. This identity can be generated automatically or restored from a previous
backup.
Once the identity is created, it is protected by the extension and can only be used
from it or from the libraries integrated with the Blockchain functionalities
themselves.
2.3.2 Home

Figure 3: Login & Token management USMETA03

The initial page of the extension allows the user to know the balance of Bloomen
Tokens (BLO) assigned to this identity, extract the public identity, with which we
identify ourselves in the Blockchain, and access the token transfer functions.
Bloomen uses Alastria (https://alastria.io/) as a Blockchain network and it has the
characteristic of having the “gas price” of transactions at 0, so it is not necessary to
use Ether (ETH) in our transactions. It is for this reason that the ETH token will
always be 0 in our developments on Bloomen. In the case that it is decided to
migrate to another network with a “gas price” other than 0, it will not be necessary to
adapt the generated software since the management of the ETH is intrinsic to the
mining of transactions in this technology.
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2.3.3 Transfer tokens

Figure 4: Token transfer USMETA04

Token transfer is an intrinsic functionality of Blockchain technology and the
extension allows transferring tokens compatible with ERC20. We have extended this
compatibility to tokens that comply with ERC223 since the token created for
Bloomen implements this interface.
Whisper: We can see extended information on the characteristics of the Bloomen
token in this same document “D3.3 - DEMO 6 - Bloomen Token”.
2.3.4 Transaction confirmation
In order for a web application to access the features offered by the extension, the
user must authorize it. The authorization record between application and extension
is stored in the browser memory and it will only be necessary to renew this if the
navigator window is closed.
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Figure 5: Allow website access to the wallet USMETA05

Any transaction made from a web application that uses the libraries embedded by
the extension needs to be validated by the end user. This validation is a feature of
the extension, so it cannot be omitted and offers the user the ability to review the
transaction as a previous step to be incorporated into the ledger.

Figure 6: Transaction confirmation USMETA06

In addition to the functions provided by the extension we add the Alastria transaction
explorer (https://alastria-explorer.councilbox.com/) in order to be able to see data
related to the transaction and its status.
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Figure 7: Alastria Explorer USMETA07

2.4 Licensing
● Metamask is licensed under MIT License.
● This demonstrator is under MIT License.

2.5 Online Demonstrator
The extension can be used by itself to make Bloomen Tokens transfers and check
the status of an identity within the Blockchain. Additionally, the function of
generating transactions from a web application has been integrated into the
demonstrator delivered in this document (D3.3 - DEMO 2 - Bloomen developer
portal).
This is the way to test the demonstrator on the portal:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a new API-key or select one previously created.
Click on “BUY MORE TIME”
Select Metamask on the switch
Select the tokens (slider) that you want to use and follow the extension
instructions.
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Figure 8: Buy transaction through metamask

Once the transaction is confirmed by the validating nodes of the Blockchain we can
see the token balance and the life of the API-key updated.

Figure 9: Purchase flow detail Metamask

The extension automatically generates a notification with a link to the transaction
explorer in case you want to see the result of the transaction within the Blockchain.
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3 DEMO 2 -Bloomen developer portal
3.1 General Description of the Prototype
One of the main handicaps in the development of applications with Blockchain
technology is the need to use an existing network with a certain number of nodes
that ensures security and resilience capabilities intrinsic to the technology.
In the case of Bloomen, Alastria is the Blockchain provider has been selected. An
Alastria partner who wants to have access to the Blockchain must create a node
(https://github.com/alastria/alastria-node) and connect it to the network in order to
access the ledger. This process requires a technical infrastructure, environment
management and time to synchronize the node (currently it takes about 72 hours to
perform the first synchronization).
The prototype aims to offer a secure and sustainable platform for access to the
node or nodes that belong to the network. This software offers the functionality of
limiting access to the network and avoiding open access that would allow denial of
service attacks affecting the operation of the entire network.
Another of the functions of this development is to offer a balancing capacity
between different nodes belonging to the network in order to manage large numbers
of queries and transactions.

Figure 10: Domain view

If we separate the different components used in the form of Domains we obtain the
following distribution:
● User domain: End user applications that require access to the Blockchain to
retrieve information and perform transactions that alter the data stored in it.
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● Web domain: Service that performs the functions of API gateway and
regulates access to services. It currently operates under the domains
0x.bloomen.io and 0x.wlilab.eu but the infrastructure is ready to be replicated
easily as needed.
● Service domain: Portal management and query applications.
● Persistence domain: Portal persistence services.
● Blockchain domain: Access nodes provisioned to access the network,
currently 3 nodes have been provisioned for the project.
The typical flow of operation on the platform designed for Bloomen starts in a
module of the user domain. The user will send signed transactions with his private
key invoking the “sendRawTransaction” operation that will initiate the mining process
within the network.

Figure 11: Typical interaction

The portal acts as an access platform that can facilitate the use of this technology
and allows the design of an economically sustainable system. The use of Bloomen
tokens to update data within the portal allows the construction of an adequate return
on investment model to allow the cost of infrastructure to be passed on to end
users.

3.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions
For the development of this prototype, three regulatory nodes connected to the
Alastria telsius network have been provisioned (http://netstats.telsius.alastria.io/).
Several software elements that support the demonstrator have been built /
configured on this blockchain network:
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● API gateway: The API gateway is an OpenResty instance with configuration
for extracting information from transactions and logic for the permission
management of these transactions.
● Developer portal API: API created to serve the portal user interface has been
developed with Nestjs. This API uses a Mongodb database for the persistence
layer and interacts with the blockchain through the web3 library.
● Developer portal app: The portal is a SPA (Single Page Application) developed
in Angular that allows the developer to manage the API-keys provided for the
end user interaction with the blockchain.
● Portal monitor: In order to visualize the use that is being given to the
infrastructure, a logging system has been configured. These stored logs allow
you to generate a Dashboard that allows you to observe the general state of
the platform. The metrics stored in the system would allow for adding new
data visualization widgets if necessary.
In order to simplify the installation process, the entire solution has been packaged
within a docker-compose file that allows the construction and deployment of the
entire solution (both in a local system and in a remote server).

3.3 User Manual
The Bloomen developer portal offers the user the possibility to manage the access
endpoints to the Blockchain network used by Bloomen. With these features, the
developer does not need to worry about details related to the blockchain nodes
creation and can focus their efforts on creating more valuable use cases.
The functionality offered by the portal can be classified as a Blockchain as a Service
(BCaaS). In this phase of the development, the portal has been provisioned with a
payment system with Bloomen tokens in order to guarantee the sustainability of the
platform.
The "API Key" concept is the key piece of the portal and can be conceptualized so
that as many API keys as applications or usage contexts we want to have will be
created.
A practical example would be:
As a developer of a new application for managing shared musical compositions I want
to create a new endpoint (API Key) called ‘gesconmusic’ and want this access point
active for 150 days (paying 150 Bloomen Tokens).
These would be the user stories implemented:
● USDEV01 - As a user I want to create a new developer portal user and manage
my credentials.
● USDEV02 - As a user I want to see my API-keys.
● USDEV03 - As a user I want to manage my API-keys (CRUD).
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● USDEV04 - As a user I want to search contracts.
● USDEV05 - As a user I want to manage my contracts (CRUD).
● USDEV06 - As a user I want to purchase time for my API-key with the Bloomen
metamask extension.
● USDEV07 - As a user I want to purchase time for my API-key with the Bloomen
wallet.
3.3.1 Enrollment

Figure 12: Login page USDEV01

Figure 13: Register new user page USDEV01
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Figure 14: Reset password page USDEV01

The developer portal offers a login page with the functions of self-registration and
credential retrieval based on tokens that are sent to the user's email.
The activation and change password management based on emails guarantees that
the user uses an email account managed by his own.
3.3.2 My API Keys

Figure 15: My API Keys page USDEV02

Once the portal has been successfully entered, the set of API Keys created by the
user is presented. The interface shows in red the elements that need attention (In
this case they are the API Keys that expire in less than 30 days).
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Figure 16: Manage my API Keys page USDEV03

The user can create, delete and modify their API Keys in addition to creating
restrictions on the use of these to certain smart contracts.

Figure 17: API Key restricted to a set of smart contracts
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If you wish to purchase more time for a specific API Key, you can make a purchase
using the Bloomen wallet by scanning the QR code or purchasing with the custom
Metamask extension for Bloomen.

Figure 18: Purchase with Bloomen wallet USDEV06

Figure 19: Purchase with Metamask USDEV07

Once the purchase transaction has been mined and incorporated into the
Blockchain, the backend of the developer's portal updates the information according
to the status found in the smart contract that manages the lifetime of the API Keys.
Below we present a schematic view of the different flows used to buy with Bloomen
Wallet or Metamask Extension.
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Figure 20: Bloomen wallet purchase flow

Bloomen wallet purchase steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The user captures the transaction data using the Bloomen Wallet.
The Bloomen Wallet generates a transaction in Alastria.
The middleware collects the new state generated in Alastria.
This new data is stored in the application storage.

Figure 21: Metamask purchase flow

Metamask purchase steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A purchase action is performed on the portal with Metamask.
Metamask sends the transaction to Alastria.
The middleware collects the new state generated in Alastria.
This new data is stored in the application storage.
3.3.3 Contracts

The developer portal allows you to register the smart contracts deployed in the
blockchain to maintain an inventory of these and allow you to make it public to other
users.
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Figure 22: Search Contracts page USDEV04

Figure 23: Manage My Contracts page USDEV05

3.4 Licensing
This demonstrator is under MIT License.

3.5 Online Demonstrator
The developer portal is available at the following address:
● https://0x.wlilab.eu/dev-portal
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You can register yourself and manage your developer portal data following the
tutorial. Is recommended to use it with the Bloomen wallet and perform purchases
with it.
The Bloomen wallet is available on iOS and Android stores:
● iOS: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bloomenapp/id1466634808?l=es&ls=1
● Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tempos21.bloomen
Additionally to this you can use the graylog console on https://0x.wlilab.eu/graylog/
(user:guest & password:bloomen) in order to monitor the use of the whole
infrastructure.

Figure 24: Monitor Dashboard
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4 DEMO 3 - Decentralized Rights Management App
4.1 General Description of the Prototype
This demonstrator presents how the decentralized rights manager application is able
to manage the rights of music work. More specifically this application is able to
store music work rights claims in the blockchain using smart contracts and is able to
detect conflicts between the claims and inform the various parties involved through
a unified UI. The current demonstrator is dedicated to highlighting the updates of
this demonstrator which is thoroughly described in the D3.2 section DEMO 1
(Decentralized Rights Management).
There are several components interacting in order to facilitate the functions needed
by the component and by extension for the demonstrator. All these components are
connected with the Decentralized Rights Management App as depicted in the image
below, in order to allow the users to be able to produce music assets claims and
detect/resolve any conflicts produced by using blockchain smart contracts deployed
in the Alastria blockchain.

Figure 25: Demonstrator components diagram

All the components as well as the updates performed in order to address the needs
of the demonstrator are the following:
● Decentralized Rights Management App: In order to access the functions
developed for this demonstrator, it is necessary to use a desktop application.
This application has been developed with a technology stack that allows it to
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be used on the main operating systems (Windows, macOS and Linux) and
without the need to install any external software. All the changes in this
component were mainly conducted in order to enhance the functions of the
conflict resolution component.
● Bloomen Alastria Node: This is the middleware which allows the
communication of the management App with the deployed smart contracts.
The changes in this component were minor because the integration was fully
established in the previous iterations.
● Bloomen API: The Management App requires access to a common data set
on which users of different companies (Members of a CMO) can introduce
claims of copyright, the most common activity for such a dataset, specifically
for the music domain. Bloomen API is able, through established collections, to
manage the access control of the Music Assets database. This means that
the users, that access the Management App, can create claims to a specific
collection of Music Assets that they have access to.
● Smart Contracts: Business logic has been fully implemented in Smart
Contracts that have been deployed in Alastria. One of the major updates in the
smart contracts is the detection, through the smart contract, of conflict in
claims.

4.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions
Development steps made to create and extend the demonstrator can be found in the
GitHub repository with the module development instructions.
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-decentralized-rights-management-v2.
In this repository, other developers will find everything they need to generate new
versions of the demonstrator or create new projects with the Bloomen technology.

4.3 User Manual
These would be the user stories implemented:
●
●
●
●

USDCR01 - As a user I want to have conflict resolution through blockchain.
USDCR02 - As a user I want to upload claims in batch with a CSV file.
USDCR03 - Utilization of more than one CMO accounts.
USDCR04 - As a user I want to retrieve data from the Bloomen API.

4.3.1 USDCR01 - As user I want to have conflict resolution through blockchain
Music assets claims conflict detection, broadcasting to respective members and
resolving is achieved when claims value such as dates, territories, split percentage
are modified by the users in the form of a 'Claim Update'. Smart contracts deployed
in the Alastria Network (Quorum-based) are automatically comparing claims
submitted by users and write the new ones on the immutable chain. This way all
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claim history is kept open and every claim conflict resolution is a result of a welldeveloped programmatic algorithm that examines all claims in the blockchain
ledger. The explained series of screenshots clarify the conflict resolution on the
decentralized environment of Alastria; before them, simple screenshots are
introduced to elaborate on the different user roles of the application.
4.3.2 User Role Introduction
In the scope of this application, the ‘CMOs’ exist at the top of the hierarchy. Different
companies are having the role of a ‘Member’ and subscribe to a single CMO. CMOs
environments are managed through ‘Super admin’ accounts whereas Member
environments are handled through ‘Admin’ or ‘User’ accounts; screenshots below
clarify the different accounts:

Figure 26: A ‘Super admin’ can see the claims of all the Members of its CMO
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Figure 27: An ‘Admin’ can perform basic processes and ‘User Management’ processes
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Figure 28: A ‘User’ can perform basic processes

4.3.3 Conflict Resolution
Now, the conflict resolution can be explained in the following series of screenshots.
For instance, the purple circle of ‘Edit’ column initiates the ‘Claim Update’ window for
the first claim for the first asset (International Standard Code: BER181131702) in the
figure below:
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Figure 29: Claim for asset with ISRC: BER181131702 as seen from ‘Admin’ account for Member
‘Worldline’

Similarly, another claim for this asset is displayed in the next figure:

Figure 30: Claim for asset with ISRC: BER181131702 as seen from ‘Admin’ account for Member ‘BMAT’
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These two claims of different members are conflicting with each other. They are
related due to the overlapping time periods, the territories and the use types of the
sound recording asset with ISRC ‘BER181131702’ as circled in the corresponding
figures above. Also, they conflict with each other since the sum of the total split
submitted on the blockchain surpasses the max value (i.e. 100%).
When updating a claim by clicking the ‘SUBMIT’ button, the information is processed
by the blockchain smart contracts in the decentralized environment of Alastria
Network. These smart contracts check and compare all the claims made upon the
specific asset and set the status ‘CONFLICT’ to the appropriate claims. At this point,
every relevant ‘Admin’ and ‘User’ account is informed with an ‘Inbox’ message about
the new (or modified) entry:

Figure 31: Inbox conflict message for asset with ISRC ‘BER181131702’ as seen from ‘Admin’ account
for Member ‘Worldline’. The ‘Admin’ account can open ‘Claim Update’ window from ‘Inbox’ as well and
modify the claim as described in the previous figures

Eventually, the application’s deployed smart contracts detect automatically more
than two related claims, and in case that their sum of split percentage surpasses the
max value (i.e. 100%), the smart contracts mark all these claims with status
‘CONFLICT’ as described above.
4.3.4 USDCR02 - As user I want to upload claims in batch with CSV file
Through the “UPLOAD CLAIMS” button a user can upload claims in batch and submit
them to the blockchain in one click. The tool does prevent users from trying to
upload claims for assets that they have no rights onto due to their CMO policy.

Figure 32: Upload claims in batch with CSV file
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4.3.5 USDCR03 - Utilization of more than one CMO accounts
As of D3.2, CMOs are added through “node src/registryUtils.js set cmo1” command.
Now more than one CMOs are possible in the sense that they can be associated with
a collection policy and pass it to their respective members through “Edit”
functionality:

Figure 33: Utilization of more than one CMO accounts

4.3.6 USDCR04 - As user I want to retrieve data from the Bloomen API
Integration with the Bloomen API in order to fetch and submit music asset data.
Ability
to
retrieve
data
from
the
bloomen.herokuapp.com
under
“/sound/post_sound_search”; with option to filter Musical Works or Sound
Recordings only.
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Figure 34: Data retrieval from the Bloomen API

4.4 Licensing
This demonstrator is under MIT License.

4.5 Online Demonstrator
The code is submitted in the project's Github:
bloomenio/bloomen-decentralized-rights-management-v2
The access credentials for different users and roles are:
● Super User of CMO1 (Nikos Kapsoulis):
sleep mule extra chronic shoot bike loan ten alarm leisure educate off
● Admin of BMAT - under CMO1 (Gonçal Calvo):
sphere answer short vicious uncover burden pull pretty mail boat fever tower
● Super Admin of CMO2 (John Smith):
debate escape pottery error service naive isolate water stool turtle mercy blood
● Admin of Worldline - under CMO2 (Jordi Escudero):
describe broken cloud trip surround review soldier purchase brother punch
clutch replace
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5 DEMO 4 - Unique identity
5.1 General Description of the Prototype
To manage the identities of the users of the platform, in addition to regular user
management practices, we use a “know your customer” module that requires new
users to be verified by users with higher permissioned roles such as publishers and
admins.
In regards to the photo use case, a new user can either enter the platform as a
photographer, by simply registering, or as a publisher, after receiving an invitation
and then filling out the registration form.
In the case of the publisher, since all publisher accounts are created via invitation, no
KYC verification is needed. Invitations are sent to already trusted users of the
organisations because they will be managing the organisation’s wallet and therefore
the organisation’s funds.
In the case of the photographers though, KYC verification is required because, simply
put, anyone can register as a photographer and start selling photos, which creates
problems with EU laws, possible money laundering, etc. So in order for photographer
accounts to be able to use certain parts of the application they need to have their
identity verified by a publisher user, representing their organisation, or an admin user,
representing the platform.
For the verification process to begin the photographer, after registering, can submit
some information about themselves such as full name, id or passport photos etc.
This request is then sent to the pool of all other KYC requests that each publisher
and admin can see, analyse and decide to either verify the user or reject their KYC
request, based on the info provided. After verification the photographer’s username
is marked with a green checkmark to notify other users that he is KYC compliant.

5.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions
The KYC functions can be used outside the Bloomen photo app through the Bloomen
platform API swagger in the “user operations” category. To use the API endpoints
you will need a user token; to get one just use the registration/login endpoints.
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Figure 35: KYC endpoints

Figure 36: KYC request object model

5.3 User Manual
Photographer
After successful registration or login, go to the menu icon in the toolbar and select
“Verification details”. There you will find a form. Once you submit the info the request
is passed on to the verifiers.
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Figure 37: Verification form

Once your request has been processed and verified you will get a green verification
mark next to your username.
Publishers
After successful registration or login, go to the menu icon in the toolbar and select
“Verification contributors”. There you will find a list of pending requests plus the
requests that have already been processed.
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Figure 38: Contributors verification

After clicking “Review” on a pending request a modal pops up with extra details on
the request so that the publisher can either approve or reject it.
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Figure 39: Verification details

5.4 Licensing
This demonstrator is under MIT License.

5.5 Online Demonstrator
For an online demonstration you can visit http://demo3.bloomen.io/ create an
account and follow the steps above.
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6 DEMO 5 - Bloomen Token
6.1 General Description of the Prototype
Following the needs identified in the project, a cryptocurrency has been created that
operates as a utility token in the WebTV and Photo pilots.
In Blockchain technology there is no difference between an external user's address
and an address associated with a smart contract. It is for this reason that there are
currently a large number of cryptographic tokens of all types assigned to contract
addresses that can never be recovered since the owner (smart contract) does not
expect to have that type of tokens and is not prepared for it.
The Bloomen token is a smart contract created following the ERC223 proposal that
is an extension of the classic ERC20. The main objective of ERC223 is to prevent the
loss of tokens by transferring them to smart contracts that do not expect them.

Figure 40: Typical ERC223 transfer with call

This variation of the ERC20 allows you to make a balance transfer call to a contract
by attaching a payload to it with the necessary parameters to execute an action in
the destination contract. If the destination contract does not implement the
“tokenFallback” function or when it is executed an error is generated, the balance
transfer is cancelled without making changes to the status of the Blockchain.
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A practical example would be:
As a user I want to buy some tickets managed by “My Cinema Smart Contract”
(MCSC). I want to perform the purchase on one transaction and send 100 Bloomen
tokens to the “MCSC” through the ERC223 (Blomen Token Contract). MCSC expects to
receive my personal data, movie, date and time if the amount is correct and store my
purchase on the Blockchain. All of these actions (decrease user token amount,
increase MCSC token amount and persist the purchase) happens on the same
transaction and is not possible to lose purchases.
The token created for Bloomen consists of these Smart Contracts:
●
●
●

BloomenToken: Smart contract that implements ERC223 and interacts
with the "MovementHistory" and "BurnHistory" contracts.
MovementHistory: Smart contract that keeps the history of the last 100
movements of a user. It is automatically updated when making transfers
with “BloomenToken”.
BurnHistory: Smart contract that maintains a history by way of receipt of
token burn actions for justification. It is automatically updated when
performing token burn actions with “BloomenToken”.

6.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions
In order to facilitate the use of the token, an npm package has been created that
must be incorporated into the project. This package contains the json files with
references to the contracts deployed on the Alastria Blockchain Telsius network.
You can add the npm package to your implementation with the command:
%> npm install bloomen-token --save
An alternative way to get the smart contract information (Application Binary
Interface “abi” and Contract address) is to get it directly from the files on Bloomen
project Github (https://github.com/bloomenio):
● Bloomen Token: /build/contracts/ERC223.json
● Movement history: /build/contracts/MovementHistory.json
● Burn History: /build/contracts/BurnHistory.json
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6.3 User Manual
As we have said before, the Bloomen token consists of three smart contracts. Next
we explain the main functionalities used that they implement.
6.3.1 Bloomen Token
EIP

Method

Description

ERC20

totalSupply

Total number of tokens in existence

ERC20

balanceOf

Gets the balance of the specified address.

ERC20

allowance

Function to check the amount of tokens that an
owner allowed to a spender.

ERC20

transfer

Transfer token to a specified address

approve

Approve the passed address to spend the specified
amount of tokens on behalf of msg.sender.

ERC20

transferFrom

Transfer tokens from one address to another.

ERC20

increaseAllowance

Increase the amount of tokens that an owner
allowed to a spender.

ERC20

decreaseAllowance

Decrease the amount of tokens that an owner
allowed to a spender.

ERC223

transfer

Transfer token to a specified address.
If the target address is a contract try to execute
“tokenFallback” operation on it.

mint

Function that creates an amount of the token and
assigns it to an account.

burn

Function that burns an amount of the token of a
given account.
6.3.2 Movement history

Method

Description

addMovement

Function that adds a movement to the address history. This
method is restricted to be used by ERC233 Blomen Token Contract.

getMovements

Gets the balance movements of an address. This method returns
pages of 10 elements (the history is limited to 100 elements by
address).
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6.3.3 Burn history
Method

Description

addBurn

Function that adds a burn record to the burn history. This method
is restricted to be used by ERC233 Blomen Token Contract.

getBurns

Gets the balance movements of the sender address.This method
returns pages of 10 elements.

getBurnsFrom

Gets the balance movements of an address. This method returns
pages of 10 elements.

6.4 Licensing
This code is under MIT License.

6.5 Online Demonstrator
Bloomen token is currently on production stage and used by Bloomen wallet users.
You can see it in action on Bloomen wallet demonstrator on “D4.3 Bloomen mobile
clients - 1st cycle” or next interaction “D4.4 Bloomen mobile clients - 2nd cycle” with
release date planned for month 32 (April 2020).
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7 Conclusions
The deliverable is the final outcome of the task T3.1 which contains foundational
blockchain services for handling the various transactions, and payments. The
deliverable is a software prototype and is accompanied by the current describing
report document. After the three iterations of the current demonstrator, the
necessary functionalities have been implemented in order to provide the necessary
functional attributes to the Bloomen overall system. The iterations included new
functional features and activities related to the stabilization of the software and its
fine-tuning based on users’ feedback. As it is the final version, no further changes are
foreseen, beside any last minor adaptations due to the final integration activities that
take place in WP5.
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